char *s[5];

Lines 11-12: We need the address of the string "Neal", or with characters values stored in it.

Lines 3-4: These two function prototypes are essentially identical, since as parameters, char * and char [] are the same. In a prototype, we don't need the name of the parameter, though we could have written char *a[] and char a[].

Notes and Comments:

1. Lines 3-4: We need a string.h for strlen and strcpy, and

2. Lines 5-6: These two function prototypes are essentially identical, since as parameters, char * and char [] are the same. In a prototype, we don't need the name of the parameter, though we could have written char *a[] and char a[].

3. Line 10: This lays out a char array of size 5, with uninitialized values.

4. Line 14: The variables p, q, and r are declared to be of type "pointer to char", or "address of char". Thus, p = s is legal, since p is not a constant, but s = p is illegal, since s is a constant pointer to char. This is very similar to the types of variables s, t, and u, except that those latter "pointers to char", when declared to be of type pointer to char, p, q, and r, are declared to be of type pointer to char, p, q, and r, and are declared to be of type pointer to char, p, q, and r.

5. Lines 3-4: These two function prototypes are essentially identical, since as parameters, char * and char [] are the same. In a prototype, we don't need the name of the parameter, though we could have written char *a[] and char a[].

6. Line 10: This lays out a char array of size 5, with uninitialized values.

7. Line 14: The variables p, q, and r are declared to be of type "pointer to char", or "address of char". Thus, p = s is legal, since p is not a constant, but s = p is illegal, since s cannot be changed (cannot be on the left side of an assignment statement).
Strings in C.
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